The map opposite shows how Govan developed opposite the mouth of the
Kelvin. This was a major river crossing going back to prehistoric times. The
core of the settlement grew up between the church and the Doomster Hill.
Although on the opposite side of the river, from earliest historic times the
royal centre of Partick was linked to Govan. By the 17th century the village
of Govan was strung out along a single street running east from Water
Row, while across the Clyde settlement was starting to cluster around
Partick Cross. On the eve of the great shipbuilding expansion of the mid
19th century, Govan and Partick were still fairly modest sized villages, but
that was soon to change and by the start of the 20th century Govan had
assumed the dense urban blend of domestic and industrial usage.

Partick was originally part of
Govan and the site of a major
lordly residence. Originally it was
occupied by the British kings of
Strathclyde, subsequently the manor
was taken over by the bishops of
Glasgow and ﬁnally in 1611 this
castle was built for George
Hutcheson (a co-founder of
Hutcheson’s Hospital). By the
nineteenth century it was a ruin.

Engraving of Govan, looking from Yorkhill by Robert Paul, 1758.
Copyright Glasgow City Libraries (Mitchell) EGV210.

In this view from York Hill made in 1758, Govan is a small village probably
not too diﬀerent in size from the Medieval settlement. In the centre are the
buildings of Water Row; to the left the Doomster Hill is shown as a stepped
mound towering over the single storey cottages. This is the earliest and best
record of the Doomster Hill. It shows the large ditch from which the mound
was built and a distinctive stepped proﬁle, which is known from other court
hills in the Irish Sea area. This mound probably dates from the early Middle
Ages (perhaps from as early as the 7th century), when it would have served
as the focus for royal courts and popular assemblies. This view also shows
the Clyde in its unimproved state as a shallow meandering river. Prior to its
dredging, the Clyde at this point was only deep enough for small vessels
such as those shown here and under the right tidal conditions could be
forded at Govan.

Fairﬁeld shipyard was founded
in the 1860s. Despite reconstruction
of the yard in the 1960s and
1970s, Fairﬁeld retains many
historic buildings, including the
former engine works of 1874;
oﬃce blocks of 1889 and 1903;
and, an Art Deco block of 1940.
The crane seen in this picture
was erected in 1911 and still
stands by the wet basin.

Nineteenth century sketch of Partick Castle, after
MacGibbon, D & Ross, T 1892 The Castellated and
Domestic Architecture of Scotland, volume 5.
Edinburgh: David Douglas, ﬁg. 1108.

Fairﬁeld ﬁtting-out basin, 1930. Crown Copyright: RCAHMS.

Illustration of SCWS works, 1914. From the SCWS yearbook of 1914.

Men coming oﬀ shift at
the Fairﬁeld Shipyard,
around 1904. This scene
was one of many of life
in Govan portrayed on
postcards at this time.

The Gothic Revival masterpiece of
Govan Old is one of several distinguished
churches built in 19th century Govan.
Burial has taken place here since the 6th
century, and changing burial practices
and attitudes to death are reﬂected in
the diverse burial monuments.

Left: Clocking oﬀ at Fairﬁeld
Shipyard. Copyright Glasgow City
Libraries (Mitchell) c0513.

Left: Govan Old Parish Church.
Crown Copyright: RCAHMS.
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Modern course of Clyde and Kelvin Rivers (at High Water Mark)
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Aerial view of Govan c. 1930. Copyright Glasgow City Libraries (Mitchell) c0021.
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The Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society (SCWS) was established in 1868
to supply cheap staple goods for working class consumers. The 1887 SCWS
factory at Shieldhall is pictured here. Shieldhall became one of the largest
industrial concerns in the Glasgow area. By 1918 there were seventeen diﬀerent
departments, producing a wide range of food, clothing and manufactured
goods and providing employment for some 4000 people. The only surviving
upstanding element of the works is the 1939 Luma Building on Shieldhall
Road.
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Govan Combination Hospital (now Southern General Hospital). Copyright Glasgow City Libraries (Mitchell) c3738.

The Southern General Hospital started life as the Govan Combination Hospital
and Poorhouse. Managing public health became an important issue with
industrialisation as did caring for the poor. Together, the hospital and
poorhouse were intended to maintain a productive workforce.
The unveiling of a statue of John
Elder in Elder Park, 1898. Elder had
served in Robert Napier’s Old Govan
Yard as chief draughtsman before
becoming co-founder of the Fairﬁeld
Shipyard. The park was gifted to the
community of Govan by John’s wife,
Isabella, ‘for the use and enjoyment
of the inhabitants in the way of
healthful recreation’.
Above: Statue of John Elder, 1888. Unveiling. Copyright Glasgow City Libraries (Mitchell) c3978.
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Site of Pollok's Silk Mill

Extract from the Roy Map (1747 - 55). By permission of The British Library; shelfmark Roy Map 05/06a.
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Govan Town Hall. Copyright Glasgow City Libraries (Mitchell) c0582.

Govan Town Hall opened in 1901. Alongside the council chamber and
oﬃces, there was a theatre and a concert hall. It was erected after a period of
pressure from the City of Glasgow to incorporate Govan within ‘Greater
Glasgow’. Govan Town Hall is thus a celebration and expression of Govan’s
independence. It is perhaps no accident, then, that it was built on what was
at the time the eastern fringe of the town, facing Glasgow.
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The Roy Map (1747-1755) provides the earliest detailed view of Govan. At
the west end of the village stands the Parish Church, shown as a cross
shaped-building. In the centre is Water Row leading to the ferry crossing and
the massive Doomster Hill. To the east the village stretches along a single
street, which is partially preserved as Clydebrae Street. To the north of the
river stands Partick Castle on the west bank of the Kelvin. The rural situation
is revealed by the cultivation strips surrounding the settlement.
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The Govan sarcophagus. Crown Copyright: RCAHMS.
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This magniﬁcent sarcophagus is covered with abstract interlace and animal
ornament, typical of Celtic art dating to AD 900 – 1100, and was clearly
meant to be displayed prominently. The image of the mounted warrior may
represent a long forgotten king of the Northern Britons.
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The discovery in 1855 of this sarcophagus sparked a great deal of interest in
the ancient sculpture of Govan, because it is unique in the British Isles.

This tenement block, known as the Linthouse Buildings,
was built sometime before the 1890s to house workers
from the nearby Linthouse Engine Works and Shipyard.
At around the time that the tenement blocks were
being built, some areas of Govan were developed for
terraced houses and villas, such as these on St Kenneth
Drive. These terraces were built to house a growing
middle class of managers, draughtsmen and clerks.
Top left: Linthouse buildings. Bottom left: Terraces on St Kenneth Drive.
Copyright GUARD, University of Glasgow.

